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Students and Faculty - The Canadian Studies Council recently invites you to a reception marking the acceptance of the Canadian Studies Program at Bridgewater State College. Friday, April 15, 1988 from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Heritage Room of the Connecticut National Bank. Refreshments will be served.

Department of Philosophy and Religious Studies has a number of elections asking questions of real interest now underway. The elections are for the positions of Faculty President, Faculty Vice President, and the student who has the right to life, free association, and the ability to participate in all university activities. The elections will be held on April 15, 1988.

International Club - On April 15 the International Club will hold its biggest annual event in the Campus Center with an international food festival from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. The event is open to all students and faculty.

Streetcar Named Desired - to stop at BSC. The Theatre Department and Dramatics have announced the casting of a production of this classic American story of survival, scheduled for April 15 and 24, appearing in the roles will be: Laurie Layton as Blanche Du Bois; Dan Gallagher as her nemesis, Stanley Kowalski; Bob Hurley as her brother, Stella; and R.E. Jones as her mother, Mrs. Older. Running out the count are the roles of Laurie Aaron, Michael Leonard, John Conover, Frank Boldt, Kentie Lalade, Donna Schiavo, Jeff Donovan, and Donna Foster. The BSC production of A Streetcar Named Desire will be directed by Michael cardboard and physically impaired
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Katherine Pratt continues coordinating correct colors

By Ed Ward

"When you're out there, you're selling yourself. I want you to be successful and make a lot of money. But you've got to dress successfully and that's what I am teaching," stated Katherine Pratt at the Dress for Success seminar held this past Tuesday. The program was co-sponsored by both the Society for the Advancement of Management Science and the Career Planning and Placement Office, and attracted a moderate crowd to the Heritage Rooms at the Maxwell Library.

"Prior work for the Living Color Company of Holbrook, a franchise of the larger southern based firm, the company slogan is "looking God's best within you," and the company provides services that include style analysis, figure analysis, and personal fashion consultations. She has worked personally with more than 500 men and women from varied careers and backgrounds in the areas of color analysis, styling, application, wardrobe selection, image on the job, and appearance and image analysis.

She got a good deal about fashion. She stated "fashion is about self. It is a form of communication. It is an encouragement. Concerning fashion magazines, she added "they are used to create a mood, but no it is consider you."

"Projection of the right image can help you win a career," she pointed out. Plan referred to this as packaging and but has evolved by pointing out that a Hobbes's kiss is not as appealing without its wrapping as is with it. "Your image can be just like the wrapper on a Hobbes's kiss, without the wrapper, it's just brown."

Pratt recommends that young people coming into the business world must have at least one suit. For both men and women, she recommends, "but one black suit, neck tie, navy or black. If you want that edge going up, that's the Black suit, no one ever loses. It explains that although women have a little more leeway on what color they can wear, it is proven that a darker suit is much better in an interview.""Color has the biggest effect on you," said Pratt. It can effect a powerful force on emotional and psychological response. She explained that the colors we wear have an effect not only on the reactions of others to us, but also effect how we feel toward ourselves. "It is important to know how you feel," she added, "because you can't have your cake and eat it too.

"Getting the right color for people in today's job, and she explained how she does it. "It has been scientifically proven that each person has an undertone in their skin of either color, blue or yellow," she stated. What she does is match a person's color with a set of good colors and how those colors would appear on the color chart to illustrate the process. That was able to effectively demonstrate the differences can effect a person's clothing.

"The right color and wrong colors and how those colors can effect on the Hill, according to Dutka. Although the statistics are not as hard to figure out, the Hill has been marred due to the lack of student involvement in programs and activities up here. She said that students are recognizing their responsibilities. They have and are taking care of the dorms. One area which is being implemented in the system is the Hill is that the B.A. will be trained to handle problems associated with freshmen and living away from home for the first time.

Another change on the Hill will be the fifth floor. It's being called the "living/dining floor." Pratt explained that "the dorm is just not a place to sleep and eat. The dorm gives students the opportunity to learn in the out of the classroom setting."

The fifth floor will be split into a male and female chamber. Dining will be in a gated floor, male and female rooms will be separated by the fire doors," stated Dutka. Pratt explained that she and the housing staff will be sending counsel to freshmen and those situations. She hopes that they will help our students.
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"The right color and wrong colors and how those colors can effect on the Hill, according to Dutka. Although the statistics are not as hard to figure out, the Hill has been marred due to the lack of student involvement in programs and activities up here. She said that students are recognizing their responsibilities. They have and are taking care of the dorms. One area which is being implemented in the system is the Hill is that the B.A. will be trained to handle problems associated with freshmen and living away from home for the first time.

Another change on the Hill will be the fifth floor. It's being called the "living/dining floor." Pratt explained that "the dorm is just not a place to sleep and eat. The dorm gives students the opportunity to learn in the out of the classroom setting."
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Student Trustee candidates

F. Scott Longo

Why do you want to remain student trustee?

I think it's important to keep a little constancy on the board. The board made a lot of mistakes last time. That's not going to happen again if I get re-elected, I assure you it will happen before. Also I have three years of student advocacy work behind me, I've been in the mainstream, I've fought for my financial aid, I've fought for tuition new, we free to keep in motion tow. We froze tuition a couple years back, with the help of S.A.M., and we can do that again. Being a trustee gives you access to those in magazines, in business, in government people in different situations.

Vinny Fernald

Why do you want to be student trustee?

If I become student trustee, it will be the only time for the students, it wouldn't be done voting on an issue, it would be done voting for the students. It's a small group effort, it's not the "we" and not the "I", I would be up there for all the students, whether I agreed with them or not.

What are your qualifications?

Studon Congress President-Elect of Sigma Chi Fraternity Search Committee

Paul Courly summarized

Why do you want to be student trustee?

I want to be someone that can be involved so that I can be the voice of the students when it comes to things that affect them. I want to be someone that can help the students in the future.

What are your qualifications?

Student Congress President-Elect of Sigma Chi Fraternity Search Committee

Student Government buys chair

A 3 by 5 and 1/2 size, the chair would be the focal point of the new Student Government offices. It was purchased to make the meetings more inviting and add a sense of formality to the Student Government office.

Chair cost $27.95

Then treat them to a Super Secretary Cookie in the Commuter Cafe

DON'T FORGET!

College Students: THERE'S ONLY ONE PLACE TO GO AND THAT'S HERE

• for package handler positions that earn $9-$11/hour
• for flexible and daytime shifts
• for full time benefits with a part time position
• for friendly people and fun

Come on in Monday & Tuesday, 1pm-5pm at VPSC Bridgewater Dining Room, 300 Main Street, Bridgewater, OR contact the Student Employment Referral Office for more information.

Looking for a part-time job?

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE

Post Driver

Move with the best.

- local deliveries
- great starting wage
- flexible hours
- benefits
- great tips

Call or Text: 978-288-7408

Friedman's Sales Representative

- local deliveries
- great starting wage
- flexible hours
- benefits
- great tips

Call or Text: 978-288-7408

Samantha's Sales Representative

- local deliveries
- great starting wage
- flexible hours
- benefits
- great tips

Call or Text: 978-288-7408

Get your next job in a heartbeat.

- local deliveries
- great starting wage
- flexible hours
- benefits
- great tips

Call or Text: 978-288-7408

Contact us today at 978-288-7408

While the meeting, talk to the directors about the chances that occurred with little argument. The question was asked, and the $4,000 was allocated for the purchase of the chair, and it was $3 for all of the room. The only problem in the discussion involved the nature of the news.

Coomer and Moors told Realty News that this would be worthy of the SGA to have a place to which we refer to that place of the meeting of the board of directors. This item was accepted without a vote of the Congress, and passed by a vote of 9-0.

Secretary's Day is April 27th

And it's you're turn to take care of them!

Take YOUR Secretary to lunch in the Bridgewater Dining Room between 11:00 AM and 1:00 PM

Then treat them to a Super Secretary Cookie in the Commuter Cafe

Don't forget!
China and the revolutionary spirit
Mao and beyond
By Christine Howard

The avant-garde American concept of revolution is reflected in the Chinese approach and it's over. The concept of a communal revolution is moribund among the Chinese, because everybody told the party to destroy everything that was Western, and part of the old culture. Street said that schools for the educable young were closed from 1966 to 1969 because Mao wanted to revamp the educational system, and create a completely new one.

The students joined the Red Guard, and were to police the actions of their elders. In order to promote the educational reform students were told to report the actions of the parents and relatives to the Red Guard. Street said, "This is still causing distress in China for many people who were Red Guard at the time, and who were 14 or 15 years old and thought that they were working for a greater vision, and turned in friends and family to the Red Guard."

People that were turned into the Red Guard were placed in prison. Professors were often incarcerated in their own classrooms. They were also sent to factories, the army, and to the country. "Since they were an educated elite who were tacking the wrong road, the capitalist road, they then had to go live with the peasants to be re-educated," Street said.

Dean Si, one of the victims of the Cultural Revolution that Street interviewed, was sent to Shanxi after being in solitary confinement. "It would be a 5-10 year plan to make all the buildings accessible. The amount of money for this type of project which is allocated by the Mogul is one million dollars, so the administration will have to find the money to do it," Perry said.

When Liberation was in 1949, all schools were closed down and started from scratch. "People, specifically the peasants, should do the teaching," Street said. When Liberation was in 1949, all schools were closed down and started from scratch. "The administrative system was reorganized, and many of the students were assigned to the countryside to learn, and this circumstance provided them with the experience of working with the farmers, and to learn how to live in harmony with the peasants," Street said.

Dean Si continued to say that the fight for Liberation began, and ended in 1949. Mao succeeded in mobilizing the full strength of the people for the Peopled's Liberation Army. She said that the students specifically the peasants, should do the teaching, and that the students and teachers should work together in harmony with the peasants.

When the Chinese Revolution began, the student revolutionary movement was weakened, and the students were sent to the countryside to learn, and the administrative system was reorganized, and many of the students were assigned to the countryside to learn, and this circumstance provided them with the experience of working with the peasants, and to learn how to live in harmony with the peasants.

Dean Si continued to say that the fight for Liberation began, and ended in 1949. Mao succeeded in mobilizing the full strength of the people for the Peopled's Liberation Army. She said that the students specifically the peasants, should do the teaching, and that the students and teachers should work together in harmony with the peasants.
Students should police administrative actions

Commentary

By Brian Hughes Coordinator

Last week, Ms. Michelle McNamara stated that the students should not be involved with the business of Boycott Hill Hall. Why is the SGA, according to Ms. McNamara, not represented by Congressmen and other legislation, and yet the students supposed to be involved in the classroom? By tippling, the studentimarre you that you don’t have the right to buy or sell sweatshirts.

An insider’s up on tipping

Have you tipped your waiterperson today?

To the Editor:

Perhaps it was the assignment or the constant reminders, but I just don’t want to tip. I mean, why should I tip if the waitstaff doesn’t merit it? And what if I’m wrong? Perhaps this is an issue, but I do believe that the constant reminders to tip on the receipt is excessive. I have been known to do it, but I’m not going to be one of those people who tip every single time. Like I said, I just don’t want to tip. I feel like it’s an annoyance and a waste of time.

Student addresses grievances of their quality and service

Free keep free clubs Need a time to meet

Just one free hour, that’s all the students want, one free hour a week. Why is it the Registrar and the President allow only one club to meet during that time? It’s a waste of time and money.

Free hour was changed last day from Tuesday and Thursdays at 11 a.m. to Wednesdays at 3 p.m. It’s a waste of time, and the students who want to meet during that time may have conflicts with other classes or meetings.

MassPIRG wants you to express your concerns about toxic waste

To the Editor:

Up to ten people in Massachusetts die every day from toxic waste related pollution. Many of them don’t know it’s happening, but it is. The Massachusetts Coalition Against Toxic Waste (MCATW) is calling for a stronger state law to address this issue.

The Massachusetts General Hospital报告 that 2,400 people in Massachusetts are affected by toxic waste. This is a very small number compared to the people in other states who are affected by this issue. The MCATW is calling for a stronger state law to address this issue.

Toxic waste can be found in the same areas as other waste, but it’s more dangerous. It can enter the food chain and affect the health of those who consume it. The MCATW is calling for a stronger state law to address this issue.

Toxic waste can be found in the same areas as other waste, but it’s more dangerous. It can enter the food chain and affect the health of those who consume it. The MCATW is calling for a stronger state law to address this issue.
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The Hot Line: Help is just a phone call away

By Bryon Hayes
Comment staff

Something 'hot' has come to the Bridgewater State College campus. It's not a head-line band or well known comedian. It's a group of students who want to let others know that there is someone willing to listen to their problems and talk to them. This organization is the campus based Hot Line.

The Hot Line, which was started several weeks ago, is finally beginning to be noticed. Founded by the Peer Ministers, an outgrowth of the Catholic Center, this hot line serves to help students by letting them know a person their own age is willing to listen to any problems they may have.

Renee Mitiguy, a Peer Minister from the Class of 1988, stated that this idea was formed after she and other people tried to determine the needs of the campus and find out in what ways they could help. "The hot line seemed like an excellent idea, since this would be a way for students to talk about their problems to people their own age."

Mitiguy believes that many people may have misconceptions about the Hot Line. "This is here to help the students, not to recruit people for the Catholic Center. All too often, students hear those two words and shy away from any aspect which deals with it." She feels that many students have this misconception, but states that it's not true. "One goal is to listen to their problems and that's all."

Barbour and Mitiguy are optimistic about the future of the hot line. Although it is only open Thursday, Friday, and Saturday from 10:00 pm until 2:00 am, the goal for next year is to expand the service and include other nights, not just the weekends.

This semester, the Hot Line will end its service on April 30. Barbour hopes that at this time next year, the Hot Line will still be in service. He said, "During finals, there is a lot of stress on students and it can be very rewarding to help people release this pressure. The hot line will serve this purpose."

By Max Spind
Comment staff

Henry Rollins is not just the singer for Black Flag

I don't know who does it, but whatever it is, I wish they'd stop. I'm talking about people who books a really weird heavy metal band in someone's really good punk/hardcore bands. I think it's terrible.

The first time I saw Black Flag live, I was just as excited as anyone else. I was in the front row cheering along with everyone else. But as the show went on, I began to feel like I was part of some sort of cult. It was like a religious experience.

I can't stand the thought of someone else being influenced by the music I love. I don't understand why people like to degrade something just because they don't like it. It's like they're trying to make it worse in order to feel good about themselves.

I think it's important to support the artists who inspire us, not just tolerate them. If we don't, we're just helping to keep the same old groups popular and keeping people from discovering new music.

So, next time you hear someone talking about how much they hate Black Flag, just remember that they might be just as passionate about music as you are. And if they are, maybe we can start a movement to change their minds. After all, the only way to really make a difference is to keep fighting for what you believe in.
Henry Rollins is not just the singer for Black Flag

By Max Speed

I don't know who does it, but whoever it is, I wish they'd stop. I'm talking about the person who books a really awful heavy metal band in between two really good punk/hardcore bands. Monday night at The Living Room in Providence, Psycho and Toxic Shock opened up for Henry Rollins, and it was like a flashback to the Circle Jerks show a few months ago.

Toxic Shock is a death-metal band that is so stereotypical that there's no need to go into what they're like. With song titles like "Stairway to Henn and Gates of Fire," I think you get the picture.

First on, however, was Boston's Psycho. As usual, they blistered through their set with hardly a breath, and tried to crank up both of the people who were there early enough to see them. Charlie Infectivn's drumming never fails to amaze me, as he sits behind a kit that even Keith Moon would be proud of and belts out the fastest rhythms that I've ever heard. He does this while he sings, folks. They played a lot of stuff from their new album that will be out soon.

Toxic Shock came next, and I think the rest of the crowd shared my feelings about them because when the lead singer said that they were going to play their last song, they all cheered and threw stuff.

On came Rollins who explained to the audience that he was surprised that he was invited back because there were only about fourteen people there last time he played The Living Room. By this time, the crowd had filled out quite a bit and Henry gave them more than their money's worth. He didn't play any Black Flag or Henrietta Collins, but he did play one of the most diverse sets I've ever seen. At times it bordered on post-punk, reminiscent of Joy Division and Bauhaus, and at other times it was beyond the speed of anything he's ever done. Speaking of post-punk avant-garde art-rock, after the set, the bassist left his bass on top of his amp and let it feed back while Henry banged it around and made weird noises with it.

Rollins is quick with a comeback--when a member of the audience yelled out "You Suck!," Rollins quickly replied "Wait a minute ... There's a difference between what you say and what I say. You say that I suck, and I say that I'm the greatest. One of us has to be right, so it might as well be me." Maybe you had to be there.

Anyway, Rollins is a man who's always looking for something new, and he closed his encore with a song that he wrote two weeks ago called "I Feel Like This." Can't get much newer than that, can you?

Rollins has a special way of getting an audience into his own moods and feelings through his actions and expressions. If there's ever been a performer as enigmatic as Rollins, I don't know about it.
Sports

Bridgewater Softball action

Baseball team easily defeats Mass. Maritime
Team wins doubleheader 19-17 and 17-3

By Bryon Hayes

Mass. Maritime player Peter Morchio singled up the left side of the field, and Dichter: "Did you ever have one of those days when things just work out perfectly?"

This quote was accurate.

The Bridgewater men's baseball team defeated Mass. Maritime on Tuesday afternoon, 9-1. Both teams scored in the top of the fourth.

Bridgewater caught the game scoring a pair of runs on two hits. The first two runs were scored on a double by Tim Bishop and a sacrifice fly by Sean Fauske. Bridgewater's win improved its record to 7-3.

Men’s Lacrosse defeats Northeastern
Victor!

Lacrosse defeats Northeastern

By Angela Corsuchelli

The Men’s Lacrosse team, after struggling through tough losses, finally came up with a well deserved win. The team defeated Northeastern University by a score of 13-10 in double overtime.

Last Friday the Bears suffered a team emotionally with their first loss of the season at Tufts University. BSC fell 13-10 in this highly skilled team. Scoring for BSC was Brendan Wilkins (4 goals and 2 assists), and John Konchak (4 goals and 1 assist). BSC fell behind quickly, scoring only 1 goal in the first 5 minutes. Eliminated by Northeastern University. BSC fell 13-10 in this highly skilled team. Scoring for BSC was Brendan Wilkins (4 goals and 2 assists), and John Konchak (4 goals and 1 assist). BSC fell behind quickly, scoring only 1 goal in the first 5 minutes.

On Saturday, the Bears continued their winning ways against the Maritime, winning the game with a score of 13-10. The Bears outscored the team 13-10 in double overtime. Scoring for the Bears was Brendan Wilkins (4 goals and 2 assists), and John Konchak (4 goals and 1 assist). BSC fell behind quickly, scoring only 1 goal in the first 5 minutes.

Northeastern University fell 13-10 in this highly skilled team. Scoring for the Bears was Brendan Wilkins (4 goals and 2 assists), and John Konchak (4 goals and 1 assist). BSC fell behind quickly, scoring only 1 goal in the first 5 minutes.

The Bears played well and scored four goals in the first. Northeastern University scored 1 goal in the first 5 minutes. Eliminated by Northeastern University. BSC fell 13-10 in this highly skilled team. Scoring for the Bears was Brendan Wilkins (4 goals and 2 assists), and John Konchak (4 goals and 1 assist). BSC fell behind quickly, scoring only 1 goal in the first 5 minutes.

Lady Bears Softball team wins

The pitching skills of Cindy Reid held Tufts to one hit, and two runs. Reid also had one strikeout. Pitcher pitched the second inning up after only two runs and striking out two. McCough, Mills, and Landry all scored for Bridgewater.

The softball team play two MACSGames this weekend. Saturday day off is at 1:00, 12:00 on Thursday. Derek White and David Bongiorno were named MVPs of the game.

This quote was accurate.
Baseball team easily defeats Mass. Maritime. Team wins doubleheader 19-7 and 1-3

By Ryan Hynes

Mass. Maritime player Ken Morocko started the day by hitting a home run in the first inning, but that didn’t set the tone for the rest of the game. The Bears went on to win both games, 19-7 and 1-3.

The Bears’ pitching staff was on top form, limiting the Golden Bears to just seven hits in the two losses. Matt Van Dusen picked up the win in the first game, allowing only three hits and a run in five innings of work. In the second game, Mike Hassett held Mass. Maritime to just one run in seven innings of work.

Lacrosse team easily defeats Northeastern. Team wins doubleheader 6-4, 6-2

By Angela Conachocchi

The Bears’ Lacrosse team, after struggling through tough losses, finally came up with a well deserved win. They defeated Northeastern University, 6-4, then followed it up with another win over the same team, 6-2.

The Bears’ offense was led by senior midfielder Christian Johnson, who scored two goals. Freshman attacker Michael Campana also scored two goals for the Bears.

The Bears’ defense was led by senior goalkeeper Alex Conachocchi, who made several key saves to keep the score in check. The Bears’ defense also held Northeastern to just two goals in each game.

Softball team wins two. Mass. Maritime player Ken Morocko scored two runs for the Bears.

By Angela Conachocchi

The Bears’ Softball team won both games against the Golden Bears, 8-6 and 10-5. The team was led by senior pitcher Shawn Smith, who pitched a complete game in both games.

The Bears’ offense was led by senior catcher Dan Lewis, who had three hits and three runs scored in the first game. In the second game, the Bears scored 10 runs, led by senior shortstop Mike McGough, who had four hits and three runs scored.

The Bears’ defense was led by senior third baseman John Mature, who made several key plays in both games.

The Bears are now 13-5 on the season and 6-0 in conference play.

Track and Field. Bears make strong showing at MASCAC Invitational.

By Angela Conachocchi

The Bears’ Track and Field team made a strong showing at the MASCAC Invitational. The team finished in second place overall.

Senior hurdler Matt Van Dusen won the 110 meter hurdles with a time of 14.98 seconds. Freshman jumper John Mature won the long jump with a distance of 6.90 meters.

The Bears also had several other strong performers, including senior sprinter John Mature, who won the 200 meter dash with a time of 21.67 seconds, and senior jumper Matt Van Dusen, who won the high jump with a height of 1.78 meters.

The Bears are now 3-1 in conference play and look to continue their winning streak.

Rent for two months. Get one month free.

Bridgewater track: headed for SMU.

By Angela Conachocchi

The Bears’ Track and Field team is headed for the Southern Methodist University (SMU) Invitational. The team has been working hard to prepare for the meet, which will be held on April 16.

The Bears’ best performers include senior hurdler John Mature, who has the best time in the conference in the 110 meter hurdles, and junior jumper Matt Van Dusen, who is one of the top long jumpers in the conference.

The Bears are looking to make a strong showing at the meet and continue their strong season.

For more information or to register, please call 508-962-8200.

Lady Bears Softball team wins.

By Angela Conachocchi

The Bears’ Softball team won both games against the Golden Bears, 8-6 and 10-5. The team was led by senior pitcher Shawn Smith, who pitched a complete game in both games.

The Bears’ offense was led by senior catcher Dan Lewis, who had three hits and three runs scored in the first game. In the second game, the Bears scored 10 runs, led by senior shortstop Mike McGough, who had four hits and three runs scored.

The Bears’ defense was led by senior third baseman John Mature, who made several key plays in both games.

The Bears are now 13-5 on the season and 6-0 in conference play.

The Bears’ Track and Field team made a strong showing at the MASCAC Invitational. The team finished in second place overall.

Senior hurdler Matt Van Dusen won the 110 meter hurdles with a time of 14.98 seconds. Freshman jumper John Mature won the long jump with a distance of 6.90 meters.

The Bears also had several other strong performers, including senior sprinter John Mature, who won the 200 meter dash with a time of 21.67 seconds, and senior jumper Matt Van Dusen, who won the high jump with a height of 1.78 meters.

The Bears are now 3-1 in conference play and look to continue their winning streak.

Rent for two months. Get one month free.

Bridgewater track: headed for SMU.

By Angela Conachocchi

The Bears’ Track and Field team is headed for the Southern Methodist University (SMU) Invitational. The team has been working hard to prepare for the meet, which will be held on April 16.

The Bears’ best performers include senior hurdler John Mature, who has the best time in the conference in the 110 meter hurdles, and junior jumper Matt Van Dusen, who is one of the top long jumpers in the conference.

The Bears are looking to make a strong showing at the meet and continue their strong season.

For more information or to register, please call 508-962-8200.
**Women's Rugby team challenged by champs**

By Gina Areti
Commission staff

What better way is there to spend a day on the Charles River than playing rugby? Women's rugby teams were challenged Saturday for a scrimmage against Harvarders. 

The Harvard team, the nationally ranked team, currently hosted a rugby clinic, at Lalabad Junior College, attended by some of the women runners.

**Intramural Softball update**

Light sits on top with a record. Four teams are looking for their premier victory.

In men's Division B two teams are tied for first place. The Lady Bears put in a very strong performance against Bridgewater. Murphy with Murphy also owned the possession mark, as the forwards battle head to head.

Where: Stockton Ford
When: March 1, 1988 - December 31, 1988
For: Pre-approved credit from Ford Credit
$400 cash bonus from Ford

If you've graduated, or will graduate, with a Bachelor's or advanced degree between October 31, 1987 and January 1, 1989, you're invited to attend a commencement exercise at Stoughton Ford. You may qualify for $400 off the net price of a new Ford and pre-approved credit from Ford Motor Credit Company. To qualify for pre-approved credit, you need:

1. *(verifiable) employment beginning within 120 days after your vehicle purchase;*  
2. *(salary sufficient to cover normal living expenses plus a car payment;*  
3. *(if you have a credit record, it must indicate payment made as agreed.*

The $400 from Ford is yours whether you finance or not. Keep it or apply it to the purchase or lease of an eligible Ford vehicle.

For all the details, contact Mr. Vincent Partash at (617) 344-3509. But hurry. This limited time offer is only available between March 1 and December 31, 1988. So take advantage of the Ford College Graduate Purchase Program now.

**Primary Elections**

will be held on Wednesday, April 6, 1988 and Thursday, April 7, 1988 from 9:00 AM to 3:00 PM for the positions of BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE STUDENT TRUSTEE and PRESIDENT, CLASS OF 1990 in front of the Bookstore

Get out and Vote!

**Let's go Scuba Diving!**

Treat yourself to the Underwater Experience! Learn to scuba dive with Underwater Outfitters. The course consists of 5 classroom/pool sessions, followed by 2 ocean dives this spring. Receive your PADI certification card. Two students per course. Contact: Underwater Outfitters, 4 Porter St., Stoughton, MA 02072, Phone: (617) 344-9493. Hours: 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Monday - Saturday.
Women’s Rugby team challenged by champs

体育短评

Nash leads Women’s Lacrosse attack

The young Lady Bear’s Lacrosse team took some tough losses last week bringing their record to 0-5. In the first game against Wellesley, 20-5, The Bear’s Captain Karin Nash led the scoring with 6, followed by the two senior’s of Dale DeConno and Kim Conrad. The Lady Bears put forth a continuing effort versus nationally ranked Wellesley University but came up with an 18-2 loss. Nash again did the scoring with her very year pair while Pam деле played well in the midfield position.

In the last of the week’s games, the team at Springfield, be

Men’s Tennis starts season

The season’s first scheduled meet was to be against SMU on April 11, but was canceled by Bridgewater due to being in Good Friday. The match was rescheduled for April 16, last Wednesday. The men’s record so far is 0-5. Their first meet was at Dassel on Tuesday, April 10, in which Intramural Softball update

Despite the cold weather, intramural softball has been going strong. The current softball standings are as follows:

In men’s Division A, Pols Light is in first place. Light won the first game, but lost the second. Fortunes are in Hot Rain, Dukes of Duspin, Millenium & Sigma Chi. In men’s Division B two teams

SCOREBOARD

Baseball

BSC 9 Mass. Maritime 1

BSC 17 Mass. Maritime 3

Softball

BSC 8 Bentley 6

BSC 6 Bentley 3

Men’s Rugby

BSC 7 Lowell Rugby 7

Lowell B’s 4 BSC B’s 0

Men’s Lacrosse

Tufts 15 BSC 2

BSC 9 Northeasterns 8

Women’s Lacrosse

Wellesley 20 BSC 9

Tufts 18 BSC 2

Men’s Tennis

SMU 8 BSC 1

Nicholls 9 BSC 0

Home Games

Saturday 16th M. Rugby 1:00

Baseball 1:00

Softball 1:00

Sunday 17th Baseball 1:00

Softball 1:00

Visigoths tie Lowell

By Angela Cansechilo
Commeree staff

The Mea’s Rugby team was successful in winning their game this Saturday. They scored four goals in winning two minutes, and then followed with two more goals before the second half was over. In the second half, they scored another five goals to take a 7-0 lead, and then followed with one more goal before the end of the game. The final score was 9-0.

The Lady Bears’ Lacrosse team was victorious over their opponents from Wellesley. The Lady Bears scored six goals in the first half, and then followed with three more goals in the second half. They ultimately won the game with a score of 9-0.

The Men’s Tennis team faced off against SMU and Nicholls. The Men’s team won against Nicholls, but lost to SMU. The final scores were 8-1 for Nicholls and 5-2 for SMU.

Let’s go Scuba Diving!

Travel to the Underwater Experience! Learn to scuba dive with Underwater Outfitters. The course consists of 5 classroom/pool sessions, followed by 2 ocean dives this spring. Receive your PADI certification card. Two students per session. Every Tuesday and Thursday. Call to reserve your spot.

Primary Elections will be held on Wednesday, April 17, and Thursday, April 18, from 9:00 AM to 3:00 PM for the positions of BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE STUDENT TRUSTEE and PRESIDENT, CLASS OF 1990 in front of the Bookstore.
Students and Faculty - The Canadian Studies Council proudly invites you to a reception marking the 15th Anniversary of the Canadian Studies Program at Bridgewater State College. Friday, April 15, 1988 from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Heritage Room of the College Library. Refreshments will be served.

Department of Philosophy and Religious Studies has a number of courses asking questions of real interest in society.

PL 250 Medical Ethics Professor James
Course examines the eternal issues of Good and Evil and whether the patient has the right to refuse life saving treatment - e.g., a blood transfusion.

TX 12:15

Professor Sanders as her suitor. Mitch. Rounding out the cast are Laurie Andruk, Michael Leonard, Shalaan Cowart, Michael Booth, Kevin Laville, Donna Schiavo, Jeff Donovan, and Donna Foster. The predication of a 4th Century Named Desire will be staged as an off-New England competition in the American College Theatre Festival.

Classes conveniently located in Braintree for the June LSAT and GMAT exams. Call now! 266-TEST

Classes start 4/16

Racism on campus

By Christie Blackard Special to the Coverage

In one of its many campaigns to promote understanding and respect, the Student Government has launched a new anti-racism program this year called "Racism on Campus." The program was developed in conjunction with the Office of Student Affairs and the Center for Diversity and Inclusion.

"Racism on Campus" is designed to be an educational tool that helps students learn about the different forms of racism and how they can avoid perpetuating them.

The program will take place on April 21 from 12:00 to 5:00 p.m. in the Campus Center. Additional information is available at the Campus Center Information Desk.